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Running computations on the Prometheus HPC - typical routine approach
To run a computation on Prometheus usually following steps are performed:
● Copy all inputs (e.g. by using sftp - plgrid username and password is required)
● Copy computation code (e.g. by using sftp - plgrid username and password are required)
● Create slurm starting script and copy it to Prometheus
● Use sbatch to start the calculation
● Monitor started job (e.g. by using pro-jobs)
● To retrieve job statistics, you can use sacct
● During execution (and after computation is finished) you can monitor stdout and stderr by displaying the 

generated stdout and stderr files (e.g. tail -f std*)
● After the calculation is finished you can download results (once again e.g. by using sftp - PLGrid username and 

password are required)

The problem:
● Lots of manual work needs to be done (copy files, log in to the cluster, run many commands to start and 

monitor execution)
● It is hard (or even impossible) to integrate this kind of workflow with third-party application (e.g. 

workflow/pipeline management tool) because nobody (:-)) will paste PLGrid username/password to a 
third-party application
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Problem - how to integrate scientific portal with Prometheus?

Scientific gateway (web-based application)

???
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Solution (??) - user rights delegation by using grid proxy certificate

GSI-SSH
GridFTP

Scientific gateway (web-based application)

user proxy certificate

User proxy certificate - short-lived certificate signed by long-lived 
certificate

GSI-SSH - open ssl connection to remote server where user proxy 
certificate is used to authenticate and delegate user rights

GridFTP - open FTP connection to remote server where user proxy 
certificate is used to authenticate and delegate user rights
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Solution (??) - user rights delegation by using user proxy certificate

GSI-SSH
GridFTP

Scientific gateway (web-based application)

user proxy certificate

How to get user proxy certificate?

Option1: Log in to Prometheus cluster and run grid-proxy-init

 
and upload the generated proxy to the scientific gateway.

This solution has the following drawbacks:
● The proxy is only valid for a short period of time and 

needs to be refreshed frequently
● We wanted to avoid the command line, didn’t we?
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Solution (??) - user rights delegation by using user proxy certificate

GSI-SSH
GridFTP

Scientific gateway (web-based application)

user proxy certificate

Login

User details and 
user proxy certificate

Option2: Use PLGrid IDP (identity provider)
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GSI SSH, GridFTP - how to install and use it?

•

Problems:
● Not easy to install
● C based implementation
● Java implementation is outdated and not 

maintained anymore
● No bindings for modern programming 

languages
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PLGData to the rescue - files management

● PLGrid Data (https://data.plgrid.pl) is a web interface and set of REST APIs for managing files stored on 
Prometheus. 

● It is integrated with the PLGrid security system
● If you have a PLGrid account and access to Prometheus turned on, and have generated a SimpleCA 

certificate for access delegation, you are able to use this intuitive tool for file management.

GridFTP wrapper

 PLGData
UI REST API

https://data.plgrid.pl
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PLGData to the rescue - how it looks like
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Rimrock to the rescue - jobs managements
● Rimrock (https://rimrock.plgrid.pl) delivers a REST APIs to talk to integrated HPC infrastructures, 

including Prometheus 
● All REST requests are secured by proxy certificates, which enable delegation of user identities

GSI-SSH wrapper

 Rimrock
REST API

curl -k -X POST --data '{"host":"pro.cyfronet.pl", "script":"#!/bin/bash\n#SBATCH -A {grantid}\necho hello\nexit 0"}' \
--header "Content-Type:application/json" --header "PROXY:$proxy" https://rimrock.plgrid.pl/api/jobs

https://rimrock.plgrid.pl
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Solution !!!

GSI-SSH

Scientific gateway (web-based application)

user proxy certificate

Login

User details and 
user proxy certificate

Option2: Use PLGrid IDP

PLGData REST API Rimrock REST API

GridFTP

REST API
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Read world example -> Model Execution Environment (MEE)

● Select patient (or group of patients)
● Choose computation pipeline (series 

of calculation with input/output 
dependencies)

● Start the pipeline
● Browse the results

Features:
● Integrated with Prometheus 

(automatic user credential 
delegation)

● Selecting data, starting the 
calculations, browsing the results in 
one place

● Automatic and manual pipeline 
execution

High-level service to manage data and computations in the context of a 
patient cohort.
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Real world example -> MEE architecture

Basic flow:
● When user logs in, a short-lived user  

certificate is stored in the DB
● When browsing pipeline inputs and 

outputs the proxy certificate is used to 
delegate user rights to the infrastructure 
by using PLGData REST API

● When calculation is started or managed, 
the proxy certificate is used to delegate 
user rights to the infrastructure by using 
Rimrock REST API
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MEE - running computations
1. MEE checks if all required inputs are present and shows an error when inputs are missing
2. Fetch model starting script template from GIT repository in the version specified by the user
3. Generate model starting script basing on the inputs provided by the user
4. Submit job to HPC queuing system (Slurm)
5. Upload required inputs to HPC
6. Monitor job execution
7. Fetch results from HPC
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Conclusions

External applications can easily be integrated with the Prometheus cluster with:
● PLGrid identity provider to log in and generate a proxy certificate for the user
● PLGData to manage files stored on the cluster using a modern web-based UI or REST API
● Rimrock to manage computations started on the cluster by using a REST API

The usefulness of these tools has been proven by many applications integrated with the 
infrastructure, e.g.:
● Model Execution Environment - an environment that enables computational models to be 

developed in a simple and organized manner and easily deployed to the available HPC 
infrastructure. The platform promotes managing simulations in a way that guarantees 
repeatability, replicability, and reproducibility

● EPISODES Platform - European plate induced seismicity observations and dataset platform



http://dice.cyfronet.pl/ 

Rimrock and PLGData are released under an open-source license. 
Grab your version at https://gitlab.com/cyfronet

Marek Kasztelnik | m.kasztelnik@cyfronet.pl


